Sherwin-Williams is set to introduce four new toners in the Ultra 9K waterborne system. The new toners will be available via the first data update after 5th April 2023.

**U9029 ORANGE METALLIC**
- Orange colour with great depth and saturation
- Car colour formulas as seen in models from Nissan with EBG Orange Metallic and GM with 347N Fusion Metallic
- Featured in 400 colour formulas
- Available in 0.5 litre packaging

*Note: All 400 colour formulas containing the U9031 Orange Metallic will be reformulated with U9029. This is not a direct replacement.*

**U9177 TRANSPARENT RED ORANGE**
- Deep orange toner with high transparency
- Car colour formula as seen in Renault EQB
- Featured in 20 effect colour formulas
- Save time and costs as total resprays are no longer required
- Available in 0.5 litre packaging

**UFX6 WHITE CRYSTAL**
- Transparent glass flake for use in light effect colours
- Effects popular in car finishes from Jaguar, Land Rover, Honda and Mitsubishi
- Featured in 67 colour formulas
- Available in 110 mL packaging

**UFX7 CHAMPAGNE CRYSTAL**
- Silver-coated glass flake for use in dark effect and metallic colours
- As seen in effects from Ford, Nissan and Volkswagen
- Featured in 19 colour formulas
- Available in 110 mL packaging

For more information on the Ultra 9K Waterborne System, please contact your local sales representative or visit automotive.sherwin.com/emeai